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Principle of Equivalence:  

 Acceleration = Gravity = Curvature 

Distance vs Time measures forces, i.e. gravity, 
energy-momentum, acceleration!  
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The distance-redshift relations map the expansion 
history H(z)=a/a of the universe.  
This is determined by the energy-momentum contents and 
the laws of gravity.  

The effect of any component besides matter, i.e. 
dark energy, can be described by its equation of 
state parameter w(z).  

There are aspects to dark energy besides w:   
internal degrees of freedom (perturbations, sound speed, 
stress), couplings (to gravity, dark matter) – these are 
visible through comparison to growth of structure.  

Distances are very simple: they give w(z).  
Simplicity is a bug, and a feature. 

. 
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Luminosity distance.  

Standardization:         
empirical (nuclear physics and degenerate electron gas).  

Advancement: 7% distance measure improves to 
3% with spectroscopic data.  

Main systematic: flux calibration.  
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Angular distance and radial distance [H(z)].  

Standardization:            
linear physics of photon-baryon EM coupling.  

Advancement: massive multiobject spectroscopy, 
Lyman alpha forest.  

Main systematic: galaxy density+velocity bias.  
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Time delay distance ratio.  

Standardization:            
dimensionful (time delay).  

Advancement: time delay estimation improves from 
3-5% to 1-2%; accuracy <0.35σ (blind challenge).  

Main systematic: line of sight mass. 
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Amplitude distance.  

Standardization:            
general relativity + waveform.  

Advancement: sensitivity improvments.  

Main systematic: distance without a redshift. 
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Cluster X-ray+Sunyaev-Zel’dovich:  

Luminosity/angular distance modeling pressure 
structure via X-ray spectroscopy.  

Alcock-Paczynski Effect:  

Transverse/radial distance ratio within BAO survey. 

Double source plane strong lenses:  

Angular distance ratio. 

Distance ladder or peculiar velocities:  

Hubble constant H0.  
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Using multiple distance techniques at the same 
redshift is valuable:  

•  Complementarity in covariances (e.g. ties to low/high z) 

•  Independence of systematics  

•  Different sensitivities to non-ΛCDM cosmology 

ΛCDM Linear 
potential 
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Even Λ has 10% contribution to z=2. Even Λ causes 30% deviation from 
matter deceleration at z=2.  

Dark Energy and Acceleration is not just at z<<1.   

Go deep! (and LyA works) 
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